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FURNACE

figure 0.1 a

Furnace [noun]
“A container that is heated to a very high temperature, so that substances
that are put inside it, such as metal, will melt or burn.”

The term ‘furnace’, having multiple definitions, originated from
the Latin word ‘fornax’, which translates to ‘oven’. The furnace for this
‘Tools and Projections” is the furnace in British English usage, which
refers to the industrial furnace used for the extraction of metal from ore
or other chemical plants. The term ‘furnace’ can also refer to a
direct-fired heater and is part of the Standard English terms for many
metallurgical furnaces worldwide. There are many ways in which the
heat energy to fuel the furnace is supplied, including direct fuel combustion, electricity, and induction heating. Each type of heat energy supply
requires a specific furnace that meets its requirement.
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TOOL

Etymology and History
Smelting, metal extraction from its ore by a process of
heating and melting, has existed in the Old World since prehistoric
times over 8000 years ago. Ancient history is traditionally divided
by scholars into Stone Age, Bronze Age, and Iron Age, due to the
pervasive impact of metal extraction on human society.

figure 0.2 a

figure 0.2 b

The earliest extant furnace was a blast furnace in China
dating back to the Han Dynasty in the 1st century AD. These early
furnaces included clay walls and used phosphorus-containing
minerals as a flux to forge cast iron. The primary advantage of the
early blast furnace was in large-scale production and making iron
tools more readily available for peasants. It wasn’t until during the
High Medieval Period (1000-1250AD) when the furnace was first
introduced to the West, which then spread from the Namur region
(Belgium) to England in the late 15th century. Substitution of coke
for charcoal in 1709 greatly increased the efficiency of the smelting
process. It was then further enhanced by the invention of preheating the combustion air, known as the hot blast, by a Scottish inventor James Beaumont Neilson during the Industrial Revolution.
In 1887, shortly after the invention of electricity by
Thomas Edison, a British electrical engineer Sebastian Ziani de
Ferranti designed a melting induction furnace fueled by electricity.
After many trials and errors, the first furnace of medium frequency
was installed in 1927 in a factory of Sheffield, England. Since then,
the number and size of installations grew exponentially throughout the world.
Metallurgy is subdivided into ferrous and non-ferrous
metallurgy. Ferrous metallurgy involves processes and alloys based
on iron and it accounts for 95 percent of the world’s metal production. However, the furnace for this thesis involves processes based
on lava and other volcanic materials, thus creating result that is
extremely rare and unprecedented.

figure 0.3
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FURNACE

channelized flow

sheet-like pahoehoe

tube-fed pahoehoe

Decreasing slope
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lobate pahoehoe

figure 0.1 b

TOOL

figure 0.1 c

Furnace for Tools and Projections
The Syracuse University Lava Project has used a number of different furnaces to make lava at temperatures of ~1200°C (2200°F). Some furnaces are most
appropriate for making small to medium size (few meters long) lava flows
(volume-limited flows). Blast furnaces are used for higher temperatures and making
more continuous (hours long) lava flows.
The gas fueled tilt furnace, originally designed for work with metals, was
modified by Bob Wysocki specifically for making lava. The furnace is operated
outside the Comstock Art Building on the Syracuse University campus. It is extremely
versatile and allows for controlled temperatures and pouring rates for a wide variety
of experiments. Reconfiguration of the heating system has allowed the furnace to
become portable for lava flow experiments away from Syracuse University.
Experiments with lava can be configured under a very wide range of conditions. Some of the variables that we have experimented with include: the substrate
that the lava flows over (steel sheet, steel trough, dry sand, wet sand, gravel, clay,
snow, ice, dry ice, water, etc.). Other experiments vary slope, temperature, vesicularity,
crystallinity, and may include barriers that divert or arrest the lava. Lava can also be
poured into a range of vessels (cool or heated) to study interactions with different
materials.
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CORE DRILL

figure 0.4

Core Drill [noun]
“Drill provides an extensible architecture at all layers, including the
storage plugin, quarry, optimization, execution.”

The term ‘Core Drill’, is a drill specifically designed to remove
a cylindrical material from the drill hole. The word ‘Core’ refer to a
hollow parts that aloows core sample to be taken, and the word ‘Drill’
represent a tool with a sharp point and cutting edges for making holes
in hard materials. Core drill are used for many application, depends on
either the place needs to be cored or the material needs to be removed.
However, nowadays core drill is mainly used for mineral exploration
where the coring from hundred to thousand feets in lenght. The core
samples are examined and excavated by geologist and architects for
mineral application, stratification study, and site research.
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Etymology and History
The earliest core drill were invented first by ancient Egyptians, in 3000 BC. The first known representation of the machinary
drill was described as bowdrill is in the tomb of Ty at Saqqara. The
drill-stock was made of wood, drill-bit was made of hard stone,
and the bow which was much wider at one end allowed the space
for hand hold. Depictions include a carpentry drill for wood boring
(Figure 0.7), and lapidary dill used for manufacturing of stone
beads (Figure 0.8)
figure 0.5

In 1863 the idea of hardest diamond drill was invented
by Rodolphe Leschot. With the second industrial revolution,
humankind has recognized the importance of oil industry. Thus,
newtechniques was invented in order to dig deeper and harder
ground. The concept of using the jewels or stones as cutting
faces were succesfully appled as a hydraulic system. Leschot’s
diagram of his drill represents the system of hyraulic with six
diamond stones.
figure 0.6

figure 0.7

Major technological advancements in drilling is materialized recently. In just past five years, techniques and petroleum
technology have revolutionzed drilling operations by improving
overall well perforamce, reducing drilling time, ctting costs, minimizing the envrionmental footprint and increasing the lateral
lenghts. The longer laterals are allowing for more fracture stages
along the horizontal section of the site thus it increased the overall production. In addition, the replacement of old rigs with
fleets of newly-designed rigs caused a significant reudction of
drilling time which equals big savings for money.
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CORE DRILL
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TOOL

figure 0.8

Core drill excavation
A core is primary referring to the probing of archaeological deposits in search
of artifacts or burials. Before the development of the core drilling, both geologists
and archaeologists were limited in their ability to determine the age of geomorphic or
archeologic units. However, as they used the coring not to serach for artifcats but to
date the specific sites and ceramic sequences. The techniques enables geologists to
construct a physiographic history.
In 1935 Russel used core drilling in the Mississippi River Delta region for two
purposes.: to measure the thickness and the dept below the surface of archaeological
sites, and to examine the nature of riverine, deltaic, and lacustrine sediments not
exposed on the sruface. Even though the Delta region consists of the various river
channels, the study of the subterranean determine the absolute age of the space.
After 1964 there is a renewed interest in core drilling. The interest of the archaelogical research shifted to the culture history and ecological question. Thus coring is
utlizied in different ways including reconstructing the envrionment surrounding sites,
collection of samples from subsurface deposits and locating buried archaeological
sites.
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TOOL APLICATION
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FIELD WORK

“The tools (technology) are used to not so much imitate the
forms of nature, but rather to imitate the process of form
making within nature.”
-Stan Allen-

Core drilling has been the most efficient and
significant man-made tool for ground exploration
since the invention of core drills by the ancient
Egyptians in 3000 BC. Through evolution and technological advances, drills can dig down to 12,000
meters below the surface. The land formed by volcanic activities over time are likely to have complex
stratigraphic successions and the core drill enables us
to physically study and experience these stratifications in various scales.
As the drill collects artifacts and resources
for speculation, the tilt furnace allows us to design
and recreate, using the collected resources from the
drill. Imagining the quarry as a physical result of
drilling in its largest scale, the artifacts collected from
the quarry are analyzed and melted through the
furnace to create new materials and ground, hence a
new opportunity for architecture. The combined
process of the furnace and the drill re-enact and
imitate the process of ground and material making
within volcanism.
The analysis of the artifacts shows that the
limestone extacted from the quarry undergoes
extreme material transformation when it’s state of
matter is reconfigured. The tools’ imitated process
of volcanism not only reshaped the artifact’s original
form and performance characteristics, but also
creates new materials through rearrangements of
chemical compositions.
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INTRODUCTION
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ABSTRACT

The thesis seeks opportunities to reclaim the formal language of the geological
through volcanism, hence imagining the active ground in relation to creation of new ground
and environment. As we mimic the natural process of ground making within volcanism with
our 'tools', our thesis projects to create architecture that reconciles the natural and the artificial, thus merging the geological and the biological.
Through the lens of a greater geological scale, the continued, yet variable rates of interaction
between the tectonic plates forces results in diversity of landscape evolution. Volcanoes are agents of
destruction but also beneficial contributor to the rebirth of ground. Volcanic activity continuously
decompose and construct landmasses with lava flows, lahars, and ashes. When the volcano erupts, the
reservoir of melted ground magma actives as it decommissions the present infrastructure. The magma
then deactivates the flowing stream the solidi-fied magma retroactive the records as it layered upon
another, thus creating new ground with inhabitable and resilient qualities. Volcano represents tangible
history of the Earth, not merely in stratigraphic terms, but also in terms of geographic formations
and propagation of new materials.
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USER ENGAGEMENT of NATURE
1. LANDFORM BUILDING - Stan Allen - 2011

figure 1.1

2. FREEING ARCHITECTURE - Junya Ishigami -2014

figure 1.2

a

b

3. BLUR BUILDING - DILLER SCOFIDIO & RENFRO - 2002

a
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b

figure 1.3

ARCHITECTURE
form - scale - process - atmosphere
Landscape’s traditional terrain is the extended horizontal surface. More
recently that territory expanded to include topographic surfaces that are folded, striated, bent or warped. Landscape surfaces are always differenciated by their material and
performance characteristics. Landform Building by Stan Allen focuses on using
digital/modern technology to imitate the process of form makng within nature rather
than to simply imitate the physical forms of nature. Imitating the process of form
making within volcanism can be achieved through the application of the core drill and
the furnace.

architecture as natural phenomenon
According to Ishigami, architecture can be formed naturally, like a stone built
over time, through sedimentation and erosion. A project for a chef ’s restaurant and
residence in the south of Japan is designed “as a rock” (House and Restaurant, Yamaguchi, Japan). Between earth and sky, a semi-open space for university students evokes
a changing sky, framed by an imaginary horizon (University Multipurpose Hall,
Kanagawa, Japan). Similar idea can be applied into volcanism where architecture can
be formed naturally through eruption and flow of molten ground.

architecture as atmosphere
Located at the base of Lake Neuchatel in Yverdon-les-Bains, Switzerland, the
Blur building introduces the idea of ‘architecture as atmosphere’. It claimed to use
water as the primary building material; pumping it from the lake before filtering and
shooting it as a fine mist into the atmosphere. Controlled by a smart weather system
that regulates the water pressure, the water vapour creates an ‘artificial cloud’ that
becomes the primary formal language of the building.
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USER ENGAGEMENT of NATURE
4. Hy-Fi (MoMA PS1), David Benjamin - 2014

a

5. TEMPPELIAUKIO CHURCH -

a

b

Timo and Tuomo Suomalainen - 1961
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figure 1.4

figure 1.5

b

6. ESPANA LIBRARY - Giancarlo Mazzanti - 2005

a

c

b

figure 1.6

ARCHITECTURE
architecture as organism
decompose

grow
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farm
process

mushrooms
disassembly

melt

use
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pour
(public space)
(form of bricks)

architecture as re-territorialization
Located in Helsinki, Finland, the Temppeliaukio Rock Church was excavated
and built directly out of solid volcanic rock (granite) and is infiltrated by natural light
which enters through the skylight surrounding the center copper dome. The church is
used frequently as a concert venue due to its excellent acoustics. The acoustic quality
is created by the rough, virtually unworked rock surfaces. This project is significant in
a sense that it repurposes existing hyper-local site and materials to use them for architectural advantages.

architecture as geological formation
Located in the north of Los Andes mountain ridge, Medellin is one of the
most geographically mountainous and topographically broken cities in the world. This
geological characteristic is precisely what this precedent aims at as it intends to
integrate itself into the landscape and become an interpretation of it. A landscape
building that redefines the folded mountain structure in form and space, nullifying the
idea of the landscape like a background and encouraging the ambiguity building-landscape. Similarly, as the thesis aims to push the tangible boundary between architectue
and nature it will consider geological formation as design inspiration and opportunities.
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MATERIALITY
1. SYRACUSE LAVA PROJECT

a

figure 2.1

b

2. PUMICE - Floating Lava

a

figure 2.2

b

3. HYPERCULTURE-Augmented Agriculture Argorithms

a

19

b

figure 2.3

SCIENCE
science of lava
Behavior of lava is affected by various factors including composition ,
temperature, slope, effusion rate, vesicularity (entrained gas bubbles), crystallinity,
water content and the nature of the surface that the lava flows over. Observations of
active lava flows in nature provide many testable hypotheses in this rich experimental
environment. In our experiments with basaltic lava we can produce many different
morphologies corresponding to those in natural lava flows. Our experiments can shed
new light on the critical factors that determine the ultimate form of lava flows and
how they are interpreted.

science as material transformation
From the microscopic scale of material science to the science of the vast
process of volcanism, scientific evidence and experimentations allow this thesis to
become a reality. Beyond just the material analysis and data collection, the thesis
engages with the transformation of chemical composition to create new materiality
with architectural advantages. These performative characteristics can include :
buoyancy - acoustics - geothermal energy - density - porosity - etc.

science as digital technology
In the development of interfaces between the digital and the physical, architects are able to create new morphology of the ground through the digital combination technique. Over the limited boundary of monoculture (a singular agricultural
practice), the interface of digital technology creates the augmented agriculture algorithms (hyperculture) in terms of economic, environmental, aesthetic, and zoning
standpoints. While the technology of the tools activates the physical realm of ground
formation through imitating the process of volcanism, digital technology allows
access to the virtual realm of ground creation.
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GEOLOGY
1. GEOLOGY AS MEDIA - Jussi Parikkas

figure 3.1

2. MIR MINE - Russia

figure 3.2

a

b

3. BINGHAM COPPER MINING PIT & SPIRAL GETTY - Robert Smithson

a
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b

figure 3.3

GROUND & LANDSCAPE
language of the ground
The record of the ground tells billion years of history. Through the study of
soil crust and the layers of ground, Jussi Parikka recognizes the ground as not only a
data storage, but also as an living organism in which encompasses the energies circulating the Earth. This geological data denotes the continuous, sustainable, and tangible
history that speaks of the diverse language of the ground. Thus, he reclaimed ground
as the narrative history of the media. Similiarily, the thesis views volcansm as interrelationship of systems that consists of dynamic patterns that represents the entire
system of geology.

geological scar as opportunity
Known as the largest man-made excavation in the world, the Mir mine in
Russia is an open pit dimond mine with the depth of 525M and 1200M in diameter.
Viewing dormant industrial site like this as a geological scar, architects can imagine to
re-purpose the excavated ground into a series of active, user-engaged, environment.
Various forms of the local materials can be re-deployed onto the site as re-territorialization to heal the largest man-made scar of the earth.

reclamation of ground
Through the Binghan Copper Mining and Spiral Getty project, Robert Smithson intended to recover the spaces already damaged and contaminated by human
acitivities such as commerical mining and other destructive industrial processes.
These large scale earth projects aims to transform the devastated industrial sites into
new forms of public art. More than just tuurning them into art, we can consider how
the same logic could apply within the boundaries of architecture and landscape.
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REPRESENTATION
1. CASTING LAVA - Kieren Jones

a

figure 4.1

b

2. WIND VEIL - NED KAHN

a

figure 4.2

b

3. SYRACUSE LAVA PROJECT

a
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b

figure 4.3

c

ART & SCULPTURE
lava as building material
“Lava as a material is naturally light and thermally insulating and has the
potential to be a strong building block… I propose to create large casting beds into
which the lava can flow, creating building blocks for future shelters. ”
- Kieren Jones Similarly, we aim to use our tools to conduct series of experiments to test lava as
building blocks or ground materials.

art of natural processes
Ned Kahn developed a body of work inspired by atmospheric physics, geology, astronomy and fluid motion. He strives to create artworks that enable viewers to
observe and interact with natural processes. As Kahn explores natural phenomena,
such as flowing water, fog, sand, light, and fire, through his art, our thesis will attempt
to incorporate architecture into the natural processes of volcanism. The natural
process is prevalent in the architecture or even become the architecture, while the
building itself is a part of a larger cycle.

resources & production
The goals of Syracuse Lava Project project include scientific experiments,
artistic creations, and education. Basaltic lava, similar to that found on the seafloor
and erupted from volcanoes in Hawaii and Iceland, is melted and poured to produce
natural-scale lava flows. The project supports a wide variety of scientific experiments
engaging faculty and students at the Syracuse University. Located within our reach, the
resources from this department fuels our thesis to advance in terms of mimicking of
the volcanic processes as well as production.
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ICELAND

THE MID-ATLANTIC RIDGE
ACTIVE VOLCANOES

HUSAVIK

(Wood & Soil/Clay)

HOT SPOTS

Husavik is a town located in north
coast of Iceland on the shores of
Skjalfandi bay. Husavik has 90 km long
fissure volcano called Krafla.

3

1
2

REYKJAVIK

(Wood & Brick)

Reykjavik, on the coast of Iceland,
is the country’s capital and largest
city which was created by large effu
-ssive volcano called Thrihnukagigur.
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VATNAJOKULL
(Ice & Steel)

VIK

(Brick & Glass)
Vik is a remote seafront Village
in Southe iceland, which covers the
Katla Volcano which is very active
at intervals of 20-80 years.

Vatnajokull is Eurpoe’s largest
glacier, over 8100 km2, located
in the southern iceland with
stratovolcano called Baroarbunga.
In this area, volcano located under
the Vatnajokull glacier in iceland.

why iceland?
Iceland presents itself as the optimal site of choice for our thesis because of its
unique geological and geo-graphical characteristics. As the Atlantic Ridge of the colliding
tectonic plates pull the island apart, magma rises to fill the space, thus forcing Iceland's
bedrock. Recent volcanic activity in Iceland shows that, on average, there is an eruption every
five years. In the last 1000 years there were roughly 200 eruptions, making a total of 5 million
since the birth of the island.
The continuous ground-making cycle of 30 active Icelandic Volcanoes offers
possibilities for architecture as natural process as well as re-territorialization of
historic and hyper-local materials. This, alongside the science of geothermal energy,
creates possibility for an architectural vision.
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SITE ANALYSIS
1. HOLUHRAUN - Active Volcano

figure 5.1

continuous lava flow
The Holuhraun is famous for its constant lava flow and large volcanic field. The first
volcanic eruption began in August 2014 produced a lava field with the dimension of over 85
km by 1.4 km. This amount of lava is the largest since the eruption in 1793. Another fissure
eruption began two days later that produced lava flows which lasted until the end of February
2015. However, the volcano is still recognized as an active volcano and the site is exposed to
danger of upcoming eruptions.
2. REYNISFJARA - Black sand Beach

figure 5.2

black sand beach
Reynisfjara Beach is the place of wild and dramatic beauty where the white water
waves of Atlantic Ocean face to the black color of the ground. The color of black is formed
from heavily eroded volcanic rock. As the volcanic lava cools and hardens, the color is gradually becoming black.
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ICELAND
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3. REYNISFJARA - Basalt Column

figure 5.1

4.THE BLUE LAGON - Geothermal Pool

figure 5.2

5. LAKI VOLCANO - Fissure Volcano

figure 5.3

SITE ANALYSIS
basalt column
As basic basaltic lava cools over an extended period of time, beautiful
geometric forms emerge; incredible columns of hexagonal basalt often form cliffs
that stretch very high. The alienated formations reveal not only the beauty of the
earth but also the tell-tale signs of the earth’s movements over thousands of years.
This incredible morphology is created when a thick body of cooling magma starts to
contract and cracks begin to form. These cracks start from the temperature difference
between top layer-“cooling surface” and bottom layer- “geothermal ground”

geothermal energy
The blue lagoon Iceland is a place where the powers of geothermal seawater
create transformational spa journeys. Surprisingly, the water, the minerals, the white
silica mud, the green algae, the color of the lagoon, the steam, are all natural. But the
way the water comes up from the ground, the temperature of the water, and the way
it is moved to a perfectly shaped lagoon is not natural work. The blue lagoon is combination between natural process of the lava and artificial power from the Svartsengi
Geothermal plant.

ground-making of fissure volcano
Laki or Lakagigar is a best place to see the fissure volcano in the world. The fissure,
which extends northeast-southeast, is divided into two nearly equal halves by the 2,685 foot
mountain. This giant morphology is created by the one of the largest volcanic eruptions in
recorded history. The eruption is not a single event, but rather 8 months of sequential lava
flows and explosions are keep layering together and formed the gigantic landscape over the
existing ground.
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ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROCESS
1. LAVA as TOODL for ARCHITECTURE

29

figure 5.1

PROJECTION
architecture as
reterritorialization
NATURAL
This thesis involves a structure made from lava-resistant materials
such as ceramics or iron alloy, which will represent the inner void and
openings of the space. This structure will be located at (Site Name, Laki,
Grimsvotn, etc), a volcanic site in Iceland which will experience the next
predicted lava flow. One flow or layers of flows, depending on the scale of
the lava produced, will bury the structure and solidify over time. Once the
volcanic process is finished (eruption, lava flow, and cooling), the inner
structure will be carefully removed to reveal the space within the ground.
While the interior of the space exposes the process and raw materiality of
Icelandic Volcanoes, the exterior will integrate itself into the landscape and
become an interpretation of it.
The furnace will be used to physically simulate different types of
lava flow at a smaller scale. It will melt the volcanic materials of Iceland to
accurately simulate the future eruptions. This molten basaltic lava will be
artificially poured over various lava resistant materials to test which material works best for our structure. The physical results will be then compared
to the digital simulations produced within Realflow, which will widen our
design scope through various digital experiments.

ARTIFICIAL
The excavated hyper-local materials from various volcanic sites will
be artificially melted and poured over the same structure, one layer after
the other, using the furnace. The layers of pouring will represent the
chronological order of Iceland’s past eruption history by using the local
materials from different volcanic sites for each pour. The inner structure
will be removed once the repetition of melting, pouring, and cooling is
completed, revealing the layers and the rawness of volcanic materials as
well as the chronology from the inside.
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OTHER POSSIBILITIES

2.
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NEW HEXAGONAL MATERIALS - Natural form of the Ground

figure 5.2

3. geothermal power plant - Natural energy of the Ground

figure 5.3

PROJECTION

lava as
building blocks
The nature of the site is uncovered. By sharing the same language
of the geological form of the site, the architecture acts as a tool for recognizing and revealing the site’s presence. The hyper-local material, basalt, is
re-melted into hexagonal build-ing blocks to create new materials that will
have unique performative qualities. Beyond just the material analysis and
physical data collection, the thesis engages with the transformation of
chemical composition to create new materiality with architectural advantages. These performative characteristics can include the following: buoyancy, acoustics, geothermal energy, density, and porosity.

geothermal energy
as opportunity
Another projection of our thesis is to transform the chemical compositions of basalt, a local material in Iceland, through the mimicked
processes of volcanism (melt-pour-solidify), in order to create building
blocks with geothermal and buoyant qualities. These building blocks will
take the form of a hexagon, as they stack and align to become a geothermal
power plant. This method of form making is inspired by the geometry of
natural basalt columns in Reynisfjara, Iceland. The power plant will be
floating on a geothermal aquatic area of Iceland, where the water or working fluid is heated then sent into the steam turbine to convert the thermal
energy to electricity through the process of electromagnetic induction. As
the plant re-deploys transformed, existing material for re-territorialization,
it will provide electricity for the people of Iceland.
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POURING LAVA

model making with lava

lava over wood structure
After basaltic lava is heated up to 1,200 C (2,200 F) in the floor furnace, it
is poured over carved wooden structures that represent the interior space. These
wooden structures are cut in section and drilled to perpendicular steel plates in
order to get sectional models as the result. When the lava flows over the wood, the
surface layer of the wood will burn, causing a chemical reaction that leaves scorching patterns inside while maintaining its form. metal re-bars are placed as structures
within the lava to prevent cracking as it solidifies.
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EXPERIMENTS

lava over wood structure
As the lava fills the steel mold and flows over to the sand, it reacts to the
structures immediately by ignition. The lava then solidifies over 40 hours as it
slowly yet gradually burns the structure. The steel plates and the burnt remnants of
the wood are removed once the cooling process is over, leaving behind sections of
hollowed blackened cavities and charred walls of basaltic lava.
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